Sampler (Tennyson) and Elaine Reichek’s Postmodern Parody by Koupash, Kelly

































































































































































































Till	her	blood	was	frozen	slowly,	And	her	eyes	were	darken’d	wholly,		 	 	 Turn’d	to	tower’d	Camelot;	For	ere	she	reach’d	upon	the	tide	The	first	house	by	the	water-side,	Singing	in	her	song	she	died,		 	 	 The	Lady	of	Shalott.”54		There	are	three	candles	at	the	prow	of	the	Lady’s	rowboat.	Two	have	already	blown	out.	The	last	flame	flickers	in	the	wind	in	anticipation	of	the	Lady’s	expiration.55		 Reichek’s	assembly	of	Waterhouse	paintings	clearly	articulates	his	message	regarding	sexual	conduct:	a	loss	of	innocence	is	akin	to	death.	Rearticulated	in	the	form	of	a	sampler,	however,	the	message	loses	its	potency.	Samplers,	after	all,	were	educational	devices	for	young	girls	that	rehearsed	notions	of	ideal	femininity;	by	integrating	Waterhouse’s	work	as	part	of	her	own	sampler	format,	Reichek	foregrounds	the	instructive	(patronizing)	dimension	of	his	paintings.	The	placement	is	ironic.	When	their	didactic	properties	are	taken	into	account,	Waterhouse’s	carefully	composed	paintings	become,	oddly	enough,	appropriate	for	the	“amateur”	sampler	format.	The	cut-and-paste	“porthole”	views	of	the	paintings	in	Sampler	(Tennyson)	hint	at	the	restrictive	nature	of	the	ideological	content	inside.	Waterhouse’s	illusionism	is	at	odds	with	the	flattened	surface	of	the	sampler.	It	is	as	if	each	roundel	gives	the	viewer	a	glimpse	into	another	world,	one	where	the	subject	of	each	painting	is	held	captive	within	its	close-cropped	boundaries.	By	exposing	this	didactic	function,	Reichek	effectively	neutralizes	it.	Waterhouse’s	participation	in	the	construction	of	ideal	femininities	(as	opposed	to	his	ideas	regarding	art,	life	and	desire)	becomes	the	subject	of	the	work.																																																										54	Tennyson,	“The	Lady	of	Shalott,”	299.		55	Upstone,	J.W.	Waterhouse,	112.	
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In	this	manner,	Reichek	offers	a	feminist	critique	of	canonized	artworks:	while	these	works	may	be	worthy	of	canonization	at	the	level	of	craftsmanship,	they	are	conceptually	problematic	for	a	couple	of	reasons.	First,	the	alleged	“genius”	that	makes	the	artist	worthy	of	canonization	is	threatened	when	Reichek	points	out	derivative	elements	in	Waterhouse’s	work.	Because	this	strategy	is	present	throughout	Reichek’s	work,	it	does	not	simply	disqualify	Waterhouse	from	the	canon;	rather,	it	shakes	the	canon	at	its	foundation,	demonstrating	that	revered	artists	are	not	inevitably	geniuses,	but	rather,	the	beneficiaries	of	structural	opportunities.	Second,	Reichek	demonstrates	the	implications	of	Waterhouse’s	paintings	for	female	viewers,	the	targets	of	his	didactic	approach.	The	question	that	lingers	throughout	Reichek’s	work	is	one	of	merit:	while	she	acknowledges	that	the	boundaries	of	the	canon	are	relatively	stable,	Reichek	demonstrates	an	awareness	that	the	history	of	art	is	constantly	growing	and	evolving.	It	is	the	responsibility	of	each	generation	to	critically	reassess	the	objects	that	it	worships.			
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CONCLUSION		 In	a	climate	where	authorial	fame	and	canonization	were	supposedly	empty	goals,	Elaine	Reichek	recognized	the	persistence	of	the	canon	and	the	consequences	of	its	exclusionary	dimensions.	Reichek	responded	to	this	problem	by	creating	works	with	layers	of	parodic	trans-contextualizations	and	re-readings,	advocating	neither	dissolution	nor	substitution,	but	multidirectional	expansion	of	the	canon.	In	her	samplers,	Reichek	negotiated	the	cross-currents	of	second-	and	third-wave	feminisms.	She	embraced	the	plurality	and	fluidity	of	the	third	wave	by	creating	hybrid	objects	that	were	both	“masculine”	and	“feminine,”	art	and	craft;	she	also	recognized,	however,	the	political	value	of	womanhood	as	a	banner	under	which	people	could	unite	to	achieve	shared	objectives.	This	“both	/	and”	approach	was	Reichek’s	solution	to	the	contradictions	of	postmodern	feminism.			 The	above	exploration	of	Reichek’s	work	is	instrumental	for	conceptualizing	the	intersections	of	theory	and	contemporary	feminist	creative	practice.	As	scholars	like	Stacy	Gillis,	Gillian	Howie	and	Rebecca	Munford	have	observed,	the	metaphor	of	the	“wave”	is	sometimes	insufficient	for	conceptualizing	past	and	present	movements	toward	gender	equality.56	To	circumscribe	an	artist	or	artwork	within	the	dominant	currents	of	a	particular	wave	would	prematurely	limit	the	scope	of	historical	inquiry.	As	Elaine	Reichek’s	work	demonstrates,	multiple	and	seemingly	contradictory	trajectories	can	and	often	do																																																									56	Stacy	Gillis,	Gillian	Howie	and	Rebecca	Munford,	“Introduction,”	in	Third	Wave	Feminism:	
A	Critical	Exploration,	ed.	Stacy	Gillis,	Gillian	Howie	and	Rebecca	Munford	(New	York:	Palgrave	Macmillan,	2007),	xxii.	
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coexist	in	a	single	body	of	work.	This	observation	will	prove	critical	for	scholarship	on	the	so-called	“next	generation”	or	“fourth	wave”	of	feminist	artists	like	Maggie	Dunlap,	whose	seemingly	naïve	embroideries	about	BDSM	suggest	the	influence	of	an	artist	such	as	Reichek.	The	future	of	feminist	practice	will	not	be	wholly	new.	By	necessity	it	will	draw	on	the	strategies	of	the	past	while	adapting	to	present	conflicts,	making	its	own	contributions	along	the	way.	Students	of	this	new	praxis	cannot	fully	comprehend	it	without	knowing	its	legacy	–	that	is	to	say,	without	studying	the	canon.		
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